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It's very simple: Make a tiny hole with your finger (curling up index finger works best) and
look through it. Whatever you're viewing, be it text, object or vista should appear considerably
clearer.
"Seeing Without Glasses" is an excellent resource providing a broad view of our visual organ.
It references ways in which we use vision daily, including mention about the negative effect of
extended computer hecfran-modelismo.coms: 7. In the episode above, Henry Reich runs us
through a quick and easy trick to correct your own vision, no lenses or surgery required.
"Make a tiny, tiny hole using your fingers, look through it, and the world will be come clear
again," he says. "This works, no matter how blurry your vision is. See Without Glasses is a
program that's based on my studies, research and practice lasting over 30 years. I've
compressed the very best of decades of medical research into this unique manual that reveals
the exceptional techniques I've used to enjoy perfect vision at age 80!
A century ago Ophthalmologist William H. Bates proved that the way we use our eyes
determines how clearly we see, and by simply changing our strained vision habits into relaxed
habits, it is possible to improve vision without glasses.
Aug 01, · Seeing Without Glasses has 25 ratings and 2 reviews. This report on the excavations
at Atlantic House, London, describes and illustrates important new ev /5.
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